A VIBRANT PLATFORM FOR MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY ART

The Art section of the Hong Kong International Art and Antiques Fair 2009 will feature exceptional works by celebrated artists in a diversity of artistic styles and media.

Dialogue between East and West

Sundaram Tagore Gallery of New York, Beverly Hills and Hong Kong will show work that encourages a dialogue between the East and West. Featured artists include Hiroshi Senju (Japan), Sohan Quadri (India) and Kim Joon (Korea) along with Susan Weil (USA), Natvar Bhavsar (India), Vittorio Matino (Italy), Judith Murray (USA) and Nathan Slate Joseph (Israel).

Director Sundaram Tagore said, "The Hong Kong International Art and Antiques Fair is the oldest existing fair in Hong Kong and the most exquisitely presented. It is the only setting outside of the museum world where contemporary art is shown beside works of classical Asian art. Not only does the past meet the present in the same venue but the combination of works also reveals the artistic genealogy of modern Asian art. The Sotheby's auctions held in the same complex draw a powerful group of collectors, which makes this fair all the more exciting."
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